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Abstract

During the past decade, brand owners have preferred to use research and development (R&D) outsourcing to integrate activities based on value chain considerations. Today, however, this preference has changed because of competitive pressure in the high-tech industry, and brand owners are opting to secure R&D resources internally. This study focuses on how to properly allocate R&D resources and leverage the knowledge capabilities of contract manufacturer to maximize the benefits of each product type. This study was conducted from the point of view of a brand owner, and a case study was also used. The effects of R&D outsourcing levels on knowledge sharing between brand owners and contract manufacturers were investigated by analyzing four product types: auxiliary products, core products, innovative products, and exploratory products. In this study, knowledge sharing was divided into technology and market knowledge sharing. Two conclusions were drawn based on the results. First, the results indicated that managers adopt distinct levels of R&D outsourcing according to the product type. Second, product types with matched R&D outsourcing levels caused dissimilar results regarding technology and market knowledge sharing between brand owners and contract manufacturers. Managerial implications and suggestions are also provided in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Research and development (R&D) outsourcing is a crucial topic in the high-tech industry. Firms must make a critical decision between outsourcing R&D and maintaining in-house R&D. Two divergent opinions regarding R&D outsourcing exist. Various studies indicated that R&D outsourcing strategies positively affect the performance of firms. Firms also rely on external suppliers to acquire R&D services to obtain or sustain a competitive advantage (Leiblein & Miller, 2003; Quinn, 2000) and reduce costs (Chalos & Sung, 1998). Gottfredson, Puryear, and Phillips (2005) suggested that firms must focus on core competencies and outsource other value-added activities to suppliers. Strategic outsourcing enables firms to reduce costs and effectively develop new products (Araujo, Dubois, & Gadde, 1999). In the high-tech industry, brand owners focus only on sales and marketing, and outsource R&D to contract manufacturers to profit further. For example, HP, Dell, Sony, and Acer outsource R&D for product design to contract manufacturers such as Foxconn and Quanta Computer.

Another previous study emphasized the negative effects of R&D outsourcing strategies, indicating that major outsourcing advantages continually diminish because of rapid changes in the market (Lonsdale, 1999). Furthermore, studies have indicated that outsourcing R&D causes firms to lose key skills and knowledge (Gonzalez et al., 2005), and that internal R&D resources increase the success of product innovation in the market (Roper et al., 2008). Confronted with competitive pressure in the high-tech industry, brand owners are increasingly resorting to in-house R&D in recent years. They seek to increase product differentiation and attract the attention of customers to obtain a competitive advantage in the market. Brand owners focus on one product line, and develop new product lines for diversification. They use in-house R&D resources to design potential products, and use R&D outsourcing for high-integration and mature products. Therefore, Determining whether or not to outsource R&D or how much R&D to outsource remains challenging.

Market and technology knowledge is crucial for organizational growth, value creation, and gaining a competitive advantage (Conner & Prahalad, 1996). In addition, several benefits are associated with knowledge
sharing (Kautz & Mahnke, 2003). Knowledge sharing is becoming increasingly important because brand owners seek to leverage the knowledge capabilities of contract manufacturer. Various scholars argued that firms must internationalize R&D functions to cut costs and gain knowledge (Hagedoorn, 1993). In-house R&D was deemed essential to improve products, and it is also required for successfully combining the necessary knowledge to introduce new products (Zahra & George, 2002). Therefore, distinct products exist because firms apply various associated knowledge resources (Ganotakis & Love, 2012). An empirical analysis suggested that external R&D resources complement internal R&D knowledge sources, and that knowledge of new product innovation is derived from both in-house and external R&D sources (Ganotakis & Love, 2012). Therefore, the main consideration of firms is to either use in-house R&D or to outsource R&D by using various knowledge-sharing strategies depending on the product type.

The purpose of this study is to investigate how to properly and flexibly allocate R&D resources and leverage the technology and market knowledge of contract manufacturers to maximize the benefits of each product type from the perspective of a high-tech industry brand owner. This study consists of three phases. First, the R&D outsourcing level was determined and applied to the various product types produced by the brand owner. The effects of the R&D outsourcing level on technology and market knowledge sharing were examined based on various product types. Second, a case study approach was selected as the method used in this study. In addition, 24 product managers who oversaw eight product lines were interviewed, and the data were gathered and analyzed. Third, a framework was developed to understand R&D outsourcing strategies and knowledge sharing based on the product types produced by brand owner. The developed framework is an analytical tool that can be applied in future studies and used by managers to analyze R&D outsourcing strategies and leverage knowledge sharing.

2. Literature Review and Research Questions

2.1 R&D Outsourcing

A resource-based approach was used as a reference for determining whether or not a firm should use an R&D outsourcing strategy. According to the resource-based view, firms execute R&D outsourcing to complement the resources and knowledge capabilities of the firm (Quinn & Hilmer, 1994). Firms use R&D outsourcing to integrate activities based on the value chain into product development. In addition, firms rely on suppliers for R&D outsourcing services to attain a competitive advantage (Nixon & Woo, 2003) and reduce costs (Chalos & Sung, 1998). Firms also execute product development according to technical collaborative agreements, especially in research-intensive industries (Belderbos, Carree, & Lokshin, 2004). Conversely, Caputo and Palumbo (2005) indicated that outsourcing results in a loss of market share and customers, causing quality problems. In addition, using internal R&D resources increases the success of innovative products in the market (Roper et al., 2008).

The most effective method to determining whether or not to outsource R&D is to decide on the level of R&D outsourcing required according to the situation. A previous study asserted that firms must focus on competitive advantage and use outsourcing strategies to maximally benefit from technology solutions (Cesaroni, 2004). Another previous study suggested that internal R&D and the knowledge gained from external parties affect the innovative ability and success of firms (Artz, Norman, Hatfield, & Cardinal, 2010).

2.2 Knowledge Sharing

Market and technology knowledge is crucial for organizational growth, knowledge value creation, and attaining a competitive advantage (Conner & Prahalad, 1996). Therefore, organizations seek to leverage their knowledge-related competencies to sustain a competitive advantage (Kankanhalli, Tan, & Wei, 2005). New knowledge is acquired through cooperation and the subsequent knowledge exchange between organizations (Santoro, Bierly, & Gopalakrishnan, 2007). In recent years, numerous benefits are associated with knowledge sharing (Kautz & Mahnke, 2003). Nilakanta, Miller, and Zhu (2006) suggested that organizational knowledge affects the overall performance of the firm, and also affects the competitiveness of an organization. Knowledge sharing is a vital step that firms must take to attain a competitive advantage (Kogut & Zander, 1992). The knowledge and capabilities of contract manufacturers influence the competitiveness of brand owners (Asmus & Griffin, 1993), which influences the process of providing information, knowledge, and feedback on products and technology (Hansen, 1999). A previous study noted that knowledge exchange improves the innovative abilities of firms (Spithoven, Frantzen, & Clarysse, 2010). There is also strong evidence that there is a positive connection between knowledge activities and innovation output (Laursen & Salter, 2006). This suggests a link to external knowledge sources that improve the economic scope of firms because firms leverage external resources effectively (Love & Roper, 2009).
Various knowledge sources influence the performance of firms (Artz et al., 2010). Existing literature indicates two sources for new product development success. One source is technology competence; the other is market competence. Technology knowledge is defined as the knowledge of product design and engineering. Market knowledge is defined as the knowledge of customer preferences for market trends (Danneels, 2002). In this study, knowledge sharing was divided into technology and market knowledge sharing.

2.3 The Effects of R&D Outsourcing and Knowledge Sharing

Evidence from a previous study indicates that the motivation of firms to outsource R&D overseas involves identifying local advantages regarding low costs and technology information (Ghemawat, 2003). External knowledge sources provide firms with absorptive capacity benefits (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Le Bas & Sierra, 2002). Scholars argued that firms decide to internationalize R&D to reduce costs and gain new knowledge (Hagedoorn, 1993). However, Oxley (1997) indicated that knowledge transfers related to R&D outsourcing cause hazards. These hazards involve conflicts that influence the decision on whether or not to outsource (Henisz & Williamson, 1999).

In-house R&D improves products, and enables necessary knowledge to be combined to successfully introduce new products (Zahra & George, 2002). In-house R&D activities sustain external knowledge sources (Pittaway, Robertson, Munir, Denyer, & Neely, 2004).

Technology sharing allows firms to use R&D resources efficiently (Tatikonda & Stock, 2003). Karlsson and Sköld (2007) stated that firms must decide which technologies to develop internally and which technologies must be outsourced to external parties. Therefore, firms must consider the challenge of developing technology internally (Venkatesan, 1992). An empirical analysis suggested that external R&D resources complement internal R&D knowledge sources, and that the knowledge of new product innovation is derived from in-house R&D and external partners (Ganotakis & Love, 2012). Therefore, the major concern involved in new product development (NPD) is determining whether to use internal R&D or to rely on external R&D sources by using several knowledge-sharing strategies.

3. Methodology

A case study methodology was selected to be used in this study because case studies were used to tease out commonalities, dissimilarities, and applications of a process, here the decision whether to outsource R&D. Yin (1994) suggested that the case study research method be used for collecting a substantial amount of evidence and information. The case study method also entails an empirical inquiry used for investigating contemporary phenomena within a real-life context, in which the phenomena and context are not evident and multiple sources of evidence are used.

3.1 Research Target

We selected a brand owner in the high-tech industry as the informant for this case study. The high-tech industry is known for intense new product development, and brand owners play a critical role in deciding R&D outsourcing strategies and determining approaches for using the knowledge capabilities of contract manufacturers through knowledge sharing; these strategies and approaches vary depending on product types. One brand owner was selected to participate in this study. The brand owner’s organization comprised 55,000 employees from branches in Europe, America, Asia, and Australia. The product lines were extremely diverse, and included products such as notebooks, tablets, motherboards, VGA cards, liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors, servers, DVD-ROMs, smart phones, and other information technology (IT) products. The total revenue of these product lines reached US$14 billion in 2012. The brand owner was innovative and flexible. Some products were kept in-house to maintain a competitive advantage, whereas R&D outsourcing was used for other products to leverage the knowledge capabilities of contract manufacturers.

The product types were classified into two dimensions: new technology versus existing technology, and high-competition market versus low-competition market. To allocate R&D resources efficiently, the brand owner used various R&D outsourcing levels depending on the product type. Furthermore, the brand owner occasionally shared technology or market knowledge with contract manufacturers to obtain information. However, the brand owner chose not to be candid when sharing information to sustain a competitive advantage and confidentiality.

A two-phase approach was applied to analyze the various product lines of this brand owner. During the first stage, three researchers categorized the product lines into a product portfolio. The product lines were then classified and selected, and the director of each product line was approached. The researchers explained the purpose of the study and consulted the product directors to appropriately categorize each product line. During
the second stage, three product line managers working on the same product line were approached, the purpose of this study was explained to them, and they were subsequently interviewed. In total, eight product lines were selected for the case study. Three product managers for each product line were interviewed, including 24 product managers who oversaw the eight product lines. This study focused on knowledge sharing between the brand owner and contract manufacturers. The interviews provided data on each of the four product types. The objective of the researchers was to determine the possibilities of R&D outsourcing strategies and knowledge sharing for each product type. The four product types are presented as follows:

**Product Type 1: Low-competition market/existing technology (auxiliary product).**

The products in this category were based on existing technology and sold in a low-competition market. This type of product was in the declining stage of the market. Therefore, some competitors may have considered withdrawing from this market, and few new firms considered entering this market. The technology was mature and it was difficult for firms to develop new applications for the future use of these products. The brand owner decided to continue producing this product type, despite the apparent lack of potential benefits, because it was an accessory that could be bundled with major products and sold to customers. This allowed the brand owner to sell the product for additional revenue and increased market awareness. Therefore, this product was classified as an auxiliary product.

**Product Type 2: High-competition market/existing technology (core product).**

The products in this category comprised existing technology and sold in a high-competition market. These products were mature. The market trend was predicted to grow and the market total was substantial. Although the annual increases were low, the market attracted most existing firms that sought to obtain the market share of other competitors. The second product type was existing technology, but the brand owner attempted to make a difference by attracting the attention of end-consumers (e.g., industrial design). Brand owners usually focus considerable energy and effort on this product type because of the major revenue potential. This product was, therefore, classified as the core product.

**Product Type 3: Low-competition market/new technology (exploratory product).**

Products in the third category were based on new technology and sold in a low-competition market. The market trend was not clear for this product type. Because the technology was the newest and most unique available, the total investment was considered high. In addition, there was no guarantee of its future success. Most brand owners preferred not to develop these products during the early stage of new technology research. Therefore, the competitors monitored each other to make decisions regarding new technology. Therefore, this product was classified as an exploratory product.

**Product Type 4: High-competition market/new technology (innovative product).**

Products in the fourth category comprised new technology and sold in a high-competition market. A high percentage of firms sought to apply new technology to this product type because brand owners believed that the market trend possessed the potential to increase rapidly. Firms acknowledged that there is a high probability that a product type could be the market leader if brand owners predict the market trend correctly. Therefore, numerous brand owners were attracted to this new market. They allocated a substantial amount of resources to develop products of this type. This caused the market to become highly competitive; therefore, this product was classified as an innovative product.

Each product line was presented as a unit of analysis, and two lines involving each product type were analyzed. The data analysis revealed detailed information on these eight product lines. The empirical sampling frame is illustrated in Figure 1. The patterns demonstrated in each product type were determined, and the data were analyzed to determine similarities and differences among the product types. This study examined the effect of R&D outsourcing levels on technology and market knowledge sharing by analyzing four types of products: auxiliary products, core products, exploratory products, and innovative products.
3.2 Analysis

Based on the framing of product types by the brand owner, patterns between R&D outsourcing levels and knowledge sharing were observed. Data were collected during regular meetings and interviews. Critical observations describing the product types and the R&D outsourcing status of each were inputted into an empirical database. Each type revealed distinct characteristics, and four types of R&D outsourcing and knowledge sharing associated with each type were explored. The following section describes the various product types in relation to R&D outsourcing levels and knowledge sharing.

4. Results

4.1 R&D Outsourcing Strategies

Each product line belonged to a business unit, and each business unit comprised specific functional departments and various relevant mechanisms for operating models. Therefore, distinct R&D outsourcing levels were applied to each product line, and contract manufacturers maintained the business model.

4.2 Auxiliary Products

Two product lines were classified into the auxiliary product category, and their R&D was mainly outsourced. The auxiliary product technology was mature and most contract manufacturers in this category designed high-quality products. For example, in Product Line 1, the brand owner outsourced 100% of R&D for all models. Although the market volume was high, the market trend gradually declined. The product managers of Product Line 1 explained that the product line was continued because of the potential to raise brand awareness and revenue. A strong willingness to share knowledge with contract manufacturers existed because no resources were dedicated to R&D. In the regular weekly project meetings, market knowledge and technology knowledge was frequently obtained from contract manufacturers.

Channel customers preferred that the brand owner provide total solutions because it was convenient for channel customers to bundle the major products with auxiliary products to boost sales. For example, the products in Product Line 6 were always bundled with major products. The brand owner outsourced 70% of R&D for medium- and low-end models to reduce the labor cost, but the high-end models were developed internally. The product manager of Product Line 6 stated a preference for sharing market knowledge during quarterly business reviews, and invited contract manufacturers to introduce technology trends and applications once every two months.

The main objective of producing auxiliary products was to reduce labor costs and achieve economies of scale. The brand owner preferred higher R&D outsourcing for this product type. To accomplish effective product planning, the product managers sought to understand the market trend and technology application with contract manufacturers. Therefore, based on the analysis, it was proposed that:

Proposition 1a: Higher R&D outsourcing is associated with higher levels of technology knowledge sharing between the brand owner and contract manufacturer of auxiliary products.

Proposition 1b: Higher R&D outsourcing is associated with higher levels of market knowledge sharing between the brand owner and the contract manufacturer of auxiliary products.
4.3 Core Products

Two product lines were classified into the core product category. The core product category contained product lines sold in highly competitive markets and generated major revenue for the brand owner. For example, in Product Line 3, the unit price was higher than that of other IT products, and the unit price secured 50% of the revenue earned by the brand owner. Although the market trend increased slowly, it was stable and the total market volume was substantial. The brand owner used in-house R&D for high- and medium-end models to create product differentiation, and outsourced 40% of R&D for low-end models. The product manager recognized that the goal was to reduce costs, and believed that contract manufacturers possessed the ability to design high-quality, low-end models. The manager preferred to share market information with contract manufacturers, including price trends and competitor statuses (product manager, Product Line 3).

The core product of the brand owner could have been the market leader. For example, Product Line 5 grew during the startup stage and became the leader in this product market. This core product secured 15% of the revenue. The brand owner secured in-house R&D for product development, and outsourced only 30% of R&D for low-end models. Therefore, the product line director stated that the brand owner possessed strong technology knowledge compared with that of contract manufacturers. This allowed the product managers to build confidence in internal technology development. Therefore, technology knowledge was rarely shared between the two parties (product director, Product Line 5).

The main purpose of producing core products was to maintain the lead position and gain additional market shares. The brand owner preferred in-house R&D. The product managers were confident in internal technology development and shared market knowledge with contract manufacturers to ensure strong communication. Therefore, based on the analysis, the following propositions were derived:

**Proposition 2a:** Lower R&D outsourcing is associated with lower technology knowledge sharing between the brand owner and the contract manufacturer of core products.

**Proposition 2b:** Lower R&D outsourcing is associated with higher market knowledge sharing between the brand owner and the contract manufacturer of core products.

4.4 Exploratory Products

Two product lines were classified into the exploration category. The brand owner created new business units for new product exploration. The brand owner sought to seize market shares from the beginning, despite the high possibility of failure. For example, in Product Lines 4 and 8, the brand owner dedicated R&D resources to the exploration of new products. As two product managers stated, this product line was a “secret weapon” and pioneer in its particular market. Sharing technology knowledge with external parties was not considered necessary according to the product director of Product Line 4. Discussing the market knowledge shared between the brand owner and contract manufacturer was challenging because the market was uncertain. Cooperating with contract manufacturers to share the high investment cost was probable, but not certain, according to the product director of Product Line 8. The main objective of the brand owner, regarding exploratory products, was to be pioneers in the market because other competitors could not compete with the new technology. Therefore, the following was proposed:

**Proposition 3:** Exploratory products are associated with lower technology and market knowledge sharing between the brand owner and the contract manufacturer, regardless of the level of R&D outsourcing.

4.5 Innovative Products

Two product lines were classified into the innovative product category. The brand owner considered innovative products to be “hero products” that could yield high potential margins. For example, in Product Line 2, the brand owner outsourced 25% of R&D for low-end models. The brand owner agreed to cooperate with external parties (e.g., Google) to develop products and to determine the market trend because product design and content application were both crucial in this product line. Therefore, the brand owner did not share market knowledge with the contract manufacturer. The product manager recognized the need to prevent valuable or confidential ideas from being released to competitors through contract manufacturers. This sustained the competitive technology advantage of the firm and improved the ability to create more innovative products in this product line, according to the product director of Product Line 2.

A vast knowledge gap existed between the brand owner and contract manufacturers. For example, in Product Line 7, the business model was specific and the technology level was high. In most models, the brand owner asked contract manufacturers to manufacture only goods and outsourced 20% of R&D for low-end models. The contract manufacturers only knew how to manufacture the goods, but it was difficult for contract manufacturers...
to ascertain the proper technology application for total solutions and the business market trend. The product manager of Product Line 7 stated that the brand owner had strong market and technology knowledge compared to contract manufacturers; thus, the brand owner preferred not to share knowledge with them.

The main purpose of producing this product type was creating innovative products to attract customers and subsequently increase profit. The brand owner preferred using a low level of R&D outsourcing. Based on this analysis, the following was proposed:

**Proposition 4a:** Lower R&D outsourcing is associated with lower technology knowledge sharing between the brand owner and the contract manufacturer of innovative products.

**Proposition 4b:** Lower R&D outsourcing is associated with lower market knowledge sharing between the brand owner and the contract manufacturer of innovative products.

A detailed list of the R&D outsourcing strategies, market knowledge sharing, and technology knowledge sharing of each product line is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Product lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Line</th>
<th>R&amp;D Outsourcing Strategy</th>
<th>Market Knowledge Sharing</th>
<th>Technology Knowledge Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auxiliary Products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Line 1 (Display)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Focused on product planning</td>
<td>Discussion of market volume and price in a quarterly business review</td>
<td>Invited contract manufacturers to introduce new technology quarterly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The purpose was to gain economies of scale and substantial revenue</td>
<td>Negotiated panel price once per month</td>
<td>Unofficial meetings for new technology applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 100% R&amp;D outsourcing for all models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Line 6 (DVD-ROM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 70% R&amp;D outsourcing for low-end models</td>
<td>Official discussion of market trends in a quarterly business review</td>
<td>Official introduction of new technology in a quarterly business review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bundled with major products for sale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Core Products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Line 3 (Notebook)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Used product differentiation to meet customer preferences</td>
<td>Discussed the market trend and competition situation with contract manufacturers to ensure that the direction was correct</td>
<td>The contract manufacturer attempted to promote the new technology they produced to brand owners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 40% R&amp;D outsourcing for low-end models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Line 5 (Motherboard)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The brand owner sought to gain a greater market share</td>
<td>The market price was controlled by the brand owner, who was occasionally willing to share market perspectives with contract manufacturers</td>
<td>The brand owner was the leader in technology regarding this product line, and was not willing to share technological knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 0% R&amp;D outsourcing for low-end models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exploratory Products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Line 4 (Transformer tablet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The brand owner was the pioneer in this product line</td>
<td>The market trend was unclear; therefore, it was difficult to share market knowledge between brand owners and contract manufacturers</td>
<td>The brand owner regarded this product as a “secret weapon” and new technology was kept confidential</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The product line was specific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Dedicated R&amp;D resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Line 8 (Transformer notebook)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The brand owner sold the product and received positive feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Dedicated R&amp;D resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovative Products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Line 2 (Tablet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The market had potential</td>
<td>The brand owner tried to cooperate with external parties to determine market trends, but did not want to share the information with contract manufacturers</td>
<td>The brand owner wanted to become the leader and own the “know-how” for this product line, therefore, the technology was not shared with contract manufacturers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Market demand grew rapidly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 25% R&amp;D outsourcing for low-end models produced by contract manufacturers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Line 7 (Cloud Server)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The brand owner cooperated with a contract manufacturer only for</td>
<td>A vast market knowledge gap existed between the brand owner and the contract manufacturer</td>
<td>The brand owner knew how to integrate new technology for total solution product applications; the contract manufacturer was</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
production purposes
2. 20% R&D outsourcing for low-end models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.</th>
<th>20% R&amp;D outsourcing for low-end models</th>
<th>The brand owner cooperated with the contract manufacturer for production purposes</th>
<th>the follower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

5. Discussion

Four product types with various R&D outsourcing levels were analyzed from the perspective of the brand owner to determine the level of knowledge sharing between the brand owner and contract manufacturers. The brand owner used various levels of R&D outsourcing for the various product types. Knowledge sharing was affected by the product types. R&D outsourcing levels similarly affected knowledge sharing regarding the product types, such as core products. The effect of R&D outsourcing levels on the two types of knowledge sharing was opposite.

Although product types with matched R&D outsourcing levels caused dissimilar results regarding market and technology knowledge sharing, the brand owner still produced the maximum benefit for each product line. This is consistent with the view that market and technology knowledge is critical for organizational growth, knowledge value creation, and enhancing the competitive advantage of a firm (Conner & Prahalad, 1996). Lower R&D outsourcing produced negative effect on technology knowledge sharing. When the brand owner sought to sustain a competitive advantage, lower R&D outsourcing increased product competency and differentiation because the brand owner allocated in-house R&D to technology development, rendering knowledge sharing unnecessary. Higher R&D outsourcing produced a positive effect on technology knowledge sharing. Whereas the brand owner preferred to leverage the knowledge capability of the contract manufacturer, the brand owner preferred to share technology knowledge with each other. However, regarding the exploratory product lines, higher R&D outsourcing produced a negative effect on technology knowledge sharing because the trend was highly uncertain, and the effect on market knowledge was complex. The analysis revealed that the level of R&D outsourcing causes diverse results regarding market knowledge sharing, depending on the product type.

5.1 Auxiliary Products

The brand owner preferred to share technology with contract manufacturers that possessed powerful R&D resources. The brand owner employed several contract manufacturers for each product line. Product managers could accumulate numerous opinions and information related to technology, and they used high levels of R&D outsourcing because the technology was stable. This result is consistent with NPD literature, which indicated that external R&D resources complement internal R&D knowledge sources (Ganotakis & Love, 2012). In addition, the contract manufacturers designed new products for other competitors, and the brand owner attempted to obtain market knowledge of other competitors through the contract manufacturers.

5.2 Core Products

The technology trend in the core products category was stable. Contract manufacturers promoted technology they produced for new products to most brand owners. When brand owners accepted the proposals of contract manufacturers, they usually were implementing a “me too” strategy. Therefore, brand owners may not be extremely successful in this competitive market. Brand owners seek to internally develop unique technology to attract customers without sharing this technology with contract manufacturers. As Zahra and George (2002) indicated, in-house R&D improves products and processes, and facilitates combining the necessary knowledge to successfully introduce new products and processes. However, contract manufacturers possessed the advantage of economies of scale. Therefore, brand owner outsourced fewer R&D activities for low-end models. These findings are consistent with those of previous studies, which suggested that firms must focus on core competencies and outsource other value-added activities to suppliers (Gottfredson, Puryear, & Phillips, 2005). Although brand owners attempt to internally create advanced technology for product differentiation, they prefer sharing market knowledge with contract manufacturers to confirm the correct market trend.

5.3 Exploratory Products

Brand owners may establish laboratories with R&D resources to internally develop new technology. Another option for brand owners is to cooperate with a contract manufacturer and share the R&D cost to reduce the risk. However, in this case, technology competence was not stable and the market situation was unclear to both parties. Therefore, knowledge sharing between the brand owner and the contract manufacturer is difficult.
5.4 Innovative Products

The brand owner indicated that it was crucial to be a leader in advanced technology within this potential market. However, the new technology produced by this brand owner was still in the developmental stage. The brand owner preferred in-house designs for developing new technology and infrequently shared technology knowledge. This is consistent with the view that internal R&D resources increase the success of innovative products in the market (Roper et al., 2008). In addition, the knowledge regarding new product innovation is derived from in-house R&D (Ganotakis & Love, 2012). The brand owner also sought to create new and first-class product specification ideas to meet customer demands. This could allow the market knowledge gap to expand between the brand owner and competitors. In summary, brand owners do not prefer to share knowledge with contract manufacturers because they wish to maintain wide knowledge gaps with competitors.

6. Managerial Implications

In the past, when discussing R&D outsourcing, managers were only required to decide whether or not to keep an R&D resource. Brand owners discovered that allocating all the resources to sales, marketing, and channel management was both simple and beneficial to the organizations of these brand owners. Contract manufacturers effectively develop high-quality products at a low cost for brand owners. Brand owners usually compete by changing market prices. This is accomplished by consistently using the same product functions produced by the same contract manufacturers. Today, consumers also change their preferences. Consumers value price, quality, and also product differentiation. Consequently, brand owners use internal R&D resources to design products.

These results reveal several managerial implications. First, managers can judge product statuses based on whether the product involves new technology or existing technology, or is sold in a high-competition market or a low-competition market, according to Table 1. Managers can outsource R&D to various extents based on the product type to efficiently allocate R&D resources and maximize benefits for brand owners. Second, managers can use R&D outsourcing strategies to obtain additional benefits by using knowledge-sharing strategies, which vary according to the product type.

7. Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

This study had some limitations. First, the study investigated R&D outsourcing strategies by considering these strategies as a single factor that affects knowledge sharing based on various product types. Other factors may affect knowledge sharing, such as product complexity and organizational culture. Second, the brand owner selected for the case study operated in the high-tech industry. Future research can explore the same relationships in other contexts.

8. Conclusion

This research primarily contributes to the highly-debated R&D outsourcing debate by suggesting that the optimal level of R&D outsourcing, determined by a brand owner in the high-tech industry is most effectively based on product type. The R&D outsourcing level affects knowledge sharing differently depending on the various product types; therefore, distinguishing between market and technology knowledge is necessary. The framework developed in this study is an analytical tool that can be applied by managers in analyzing R&D outsourcing strategies and leveraging knowledge sharing.
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Notes

Note 1. Brand owner: In this study, a brand owner is defined as a branded electronics buyer (large international OEM customer or ODM customer).

Note 2. Contract manufacturer: In this study, a contract manufacturer is defined as a supplier possessing an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or original design manufacturer (ODM) business.
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